Preamps, Preselectors & Tuners
512APB

The Apex Radio 512APB is an amplified receive
preselector. It has two ranges, selected by a
toggle switch: 550 - 1800 kHz and 3.5 - 12 MHz.
After selecting the desired band, simply rotate the
Tune knob for maximum signal. The top panel has
BNC input and output jacks. The 512APB operates from a single 9 volt battery (not included). A
37 inch BNC male to BNC male coax cable is
supplied. 2.7 x 1.1 x 4.6" 8.5 oz. This device is
designed for indoor use, and is for receive only.
$
Order #5512
139.95
512APB

ANC-4

PT-3

The Ameco PT-3 preamplifier employs a dualgate FET providing a low noise figure, thereby
improving the weak signal performance of most
receivers. Image and spurious rejection are
greatly improved. Gain is in excess of 20 dB.
Covers 1.8 to 54 MHz. The PT-3 can be used with
a receiver or a transceiver (under 350 watts). The
input and output are 50 ohm SO-239 jacks to
match most antennas and radios. Operates on 12
VDC or with optional P12T AC adapter.
$
PT-3
Order #2158
169.95
P12T

Order #0167

$

14.95

MFJ-16010

The Timewave ANC-4 is an RF device designed
to provide cancellation of locally generated noise
from signals received by a primary antenna. The
unit is employed right at the antenna connector of
the receiver to cancel noise from power lines,
computers, TVs or nearby equipment. Controls
allow adjustment of both phase and magnitude,
providing deep cancellation of the offending
noise. May also be used with transceivers under
150 watts. Range: 0.1 - 80 MHz. Uses SO-239
for I/O. Requires 12 VDC (or optional AC-8 power
supply #1754 $22.95). 1.7 x 6 x 4.3 inches.
$
ANC-4
Order #0094
199.95

MFJ-1026

MFJ-956
This LW, MW and SW preselector tuner lets you
boost your favorite stations while rejecting images, intermod and other phantom signals on your
shortwave receiver. Operates from .15 to 30 MHz.
Has bypass and ground positions. SO-239 accepts PL-259 connectors. 3 x 2 x 4 inches. Black.
$
MFJ-956
Order #2964
69.95

This random wire tuner will match any wire antenna to any receiver or HF transceiver (160-10
Meters up to 200W). This device will match the
impedance of your radio to the impedance of the
antenna. Standard SO-239 jacks are provided for
input and output. Only 3 x 2 x 4 inches.
$
MFJ-16010
Order #1329
64.95

MFJ-1040C

MFJ-959C

This preselector boosts signals from 1 - 54 MHz.
It utilizes dual gate MOSFET, bipolar transistors
for low noise and high gain. Push-button switches
provide for two receivers, two antennas, 20 dB
attenuator and ON/BYPASS. Controls for Delay,
Gain, Band and Tune. It has a relay that automatically bypasses the amplifier when transmitting
(up to 125W). SO-239 rear panel jacks provide for
the use of PL-259 connectors. 6 x 2 x 6 inches.
Requires 9-12 VDC (see MFJ-1312D).
$
MFJ-1040C
Order #4110
119.95
$
MFJ-1312D
Order #2433
19.95

The MFJ-959C receive-only antenna tuner covers
1.8 to 30 MHz and features a low noise 20 dB
preamp to bring out weak stations and matches
the antenna to the receiver for maximum signal
strength. It accommodates up to two antennas
and two receivers. You can select tuner, tuner
with preamp, tuner with 20 dB attenuator or bypass. Rear panel jacks provide for the use of PL259 connectors. 6.5 x 2.5 x 4 inches. Requires 918 VDC power supply (see MFJ-1312D).
$
MFJ-959C
Order #2574
129.95
$
MFJ-1312D
Order #2433
19.95

The MFJ-1026 turns your antenna into a directional phased array. The 60 dB null wipes out
interference and noise, before it gets into your
receiver. This device works 1.8-30 MHz in all
modes including AM, CW, SSB, FM and RTTY.
You can instantly change from nulling to peaking
a signal at a push of a button and improve weak
signal reception. You can dig out a weak station
hidden under a powerful one on the same frequency. The MFJ-1026 plugs between your antenna and receiver (or transceiver). If used with a
transceiver, the RF sense T/R switch bypasses
during transmit. Requires 12 VDC or optional
MFJ-1312D. 6.5 x 1.5 x 6.25 inches.
$
MFJ-1026
Order #3541
209.95
$
MFJ-1312D
Order #2433
19.95

MFJ-1046

The MFJ-1046 passive (non-amplified), receiveonly preselector covers 1.6 to 33 MHz in six
bands. A bypass button is featured for times when
you do not wish to use the preselector function.
SO-239 jacks are used for input and output. Black
metal construction. A coaxial jumper cable to your
receiver will be required. 7.5 x 2.5 x 3.25 inches.
$
MFJ-1046
Order #3736
119.95
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